ELECTRICAL SAFETY TRAINING

• Updates courses in accordance to the National Electric Code and National Fire Protection Association
• Satisfies the Washington State requirement for 24 hours of accredited training every three years
• Provides innovative courses licensed by the State of Washington for continuing education

Hanford Site electrical workers face significant electrical threats due to inaccurate drawings and aging infrastructure. HAMMER’s effective training protects workers from electrical injuries and fatalities onsite.

HAMMER’s standardized Electrical Safety Training Program delivers high-quality, customized training in battery safety, capacitor safety, equipment operation near power lines, and electrical safety work practices.

Best-in-class curriculum is innovative, and engages learners in realistic settings. Subject matter experts and worker trainers bring field expertise to the classroom providing students with training specific to the Site.

Electrical components damaged during events onsite are used as lessons learned to illustrate electrical risks so workers understand the criticality of technique and proper personal protective equipment use and selection.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
(509) 372-3143    |    HAMMER@rl.gov     |     www.hammer.hanford.gov

Training as Real as it Gets!